
 



And you’re definitely a doer. 

In fact, your motto could be: 

Life is not a spectator sport. 

Which explains your on' 

the'move'lifestyle. There’s 

practically no end to the 

activities you’re involved in. 

Fortunately there’s a vehicle 

that can keep up with you. 

Mercury Villager. This year, 

it’s been restyled inside and 

out. Not only does it have 

more interior space, but it 

has the kind of space you’ll 

find readily adaptable. With 

standard features like a drb 

vers side sliding door, a 

sliding third'row seat and 

lots of storage space. And, 

you get all that along with a 

smooth, cardike ride. 
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For the ultimate in convenience, equip your One thing that makes Villager so enjoyable to 

Villager with the available TravelNote® digital drive is its smooth car-like ride and handling. 

memo recorder with HomeLink® Universal The SOHC V-6 engine has been refined this 

Garage Door Opener. A great idea come to year. Its been upgraded to 3.3 liters to pro-

you while you’re driving? TravelNote records duce more power and torque. Its also more 

up to three minutes’ worth of messages. fuel efficient* and provides increased 

HomeLink can operate your gate, garage smoothness, reliability and durability 

door and more. 

Improvements to the suspension system give 

Got a bulky load to haul? Well, a third-row you better ride comfort along with great han-
seat slides easily on recessed rails so you can dling. Up front you’ll find MacPherson struts 

transport loads flat on the floor. And there’s a and a stabilizer bar which help provide con-

handy storage bin behind the third-row seat. trol when cornering. 

Tour Villager comes with all sorts of storage And, in back, the retuned suspension 

space. There’s even extra storage space under includes single-leaf springs for improved ride 

the front passenger seat. and handling. Take a Villager out for a spin 

and see ifyou don’t say, “This sure doesn’t feel 
A new adjustable parcel shelf is standard on like a minivan.” 

Villager Sport and Estate models. Lock it 

into three positions and it can hold up to 30 This is one versatile vehicle. Just take a peek 

pounds of stuff. inside. Here’s a space that can be arranged 

and rearranged to accommodate just about 

anything. It’s easy to load bulky cargo—the 

rear seat slides on recessed rails and locks
Here you 11 find an interior that’s extremely flexible. Just chock full of the kind of 

into six different positions. Remove the sec-
features you need. For starters, there’s an abundance of cargo 

ond row, then fold-up and slide the rear seat 
room. The seats are not only comfortable, but the InTrack™ 

all the way forward for maximum cargo 

rear sliding seat system slides easily to accommodate your passengers 
space. Sport and Estate models offer up to 

and gear. Storage space is provided throughout the cabin. And for your 66 different seat configurations. 

convenience, an available flip-open liftgate window can be opened to 

access small packages. Or open the entire liftgate for larger loads. What 
could be handier? 

*EPAestimates, jjTjcity/ |24lhwy. mpg 
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Imagine a comprehensive program 

BUSIdedicated to your complete satisfaction. 
FIRST-CLi 

POSTAGE 

Roadside Assistance 

Mercury Vehicle Limited Warranty ihe 

Mercury Customer Assistance Center PO 

BLC 

Special Delivery Process 

Owner Delivery Process 
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What is the Mercury Commitment? 

It is the extra comforts of ownership, exemplified in 

I a comprehensive benefits package. It is the assurance 

that meeting your driving needs will always be our 

. ultimate objective. 

Ask your dealer for complete details and a copy of 
!i 

the limited warranty 
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50% V* 

TOTAL RECOVERED ñBER VC 
10% POST CONSUMER RBER 

LITHO IN USA (950K) 8-98 P-6948 Buckle up—together we can save lives. 
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